
36 THE ANALYST. 

THE ANNUAL DINNER O F  THE SOCIETY. 

This took place the same evening at  the Criterion, under the chairmanship of the 
President. Nearly seventy-five members and guests were present, amongst the latter 
being Mr. Hudson E. Kearleg, M.P., Mr. T. H. Elliott (Secretary of the Board of 
Agriculture), Dr. Thorne Thorne, C.B., F.R.S. (Medical Officer of the Local Govern- 
ment Board), Professor Thorpe, F.R.S., Mr. A. G. Vernon Harcourt, F.R.S. (President 
of the Chemical Society), Mr. M. Carteighe (President of the Pharmaceutical Society), 
Mr. T. H. Tyrer (President of the Society of Chemical Industry), Dr. James (Secretary 
of the British Institute of Public Health), and Mr. G. C. Barnes (Master of the 
Joiners’ Company). 

The toast of ‘( The Queen” having been duly honoured, 
Mr. HEHNER proposed “ The Houses of Parliament.” H e  said that all members 

of the Society of Public Analysts had been looking forward to the imminent reform of 
those Acts of Parliament under which they held office. H e  hoped that the attention 
of the Legislatxire might not be averted from that most necessary reform by the preseat 
coinplications in foreign politics. England was the first country to institute and set 
into operation Acts directed against food-adulteration. 0 ther countries had not only 
imitated England’s exainple, but had improved upon our Food and Drugs Acts. 
Circunistances had altered to such an extent in the twenty years during which 
these Acts had been in force, and so many defects had manifested themselves in 
carrying them out, that they iiiight now be considered altogether antiquated, and in 
urgent need of revision. H e  pointed out that while originally legislation against 
food adulteration was undertaken in consequence of the agitation of a few individuals, 
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at present the public, the trade in articles of food, and the officers under the Act were 
unanimous in asking for more stringent legislation. The good which these Acts had 
done was now freely acknowledged, but far greater benefit might yot be effected. A 
very important step had been taken by the last Parliament towards amending legisla- 
tion in this direction by the appointment of the Food Products Adulteration 
Committee. Although that committee, from circumstances over which it had no 
control, had undergone a very serious amount of decomposition, he hoped that a 
similar coiiimittee would very soon be reappointed and would conclude its labours. 
H e  coupled with the toast the name of a prominent member of the late Committee, 
who had devoted himself and given his great practical experience to that committee, 
Mr. Hudson E. Kearley, M.P. 

Mr. HUDSON E. KEARLEY, in responding, said that the condition of our foreign 
relations at  the present time would probably render it necessary for Parliament, on 
its reassembling, to give close attention to external, rather than internal affairs ; but 
he sincerely hoped that the question of food and drugs legislation would not be lost 
sight of. He trusted that the committee would be reconstituted, and that an early 
opportunity would be afforded to the public analysts of laying before that body their 
views, which were the outcome of a long experience of the working of the present 
laws, as to the foriii that future legislation should assume in order to reach that 
degree of efYiciencJ- which, in the interests both of the public and of the analyst, was 
so much to be desired. 

Dr. J. A. I-OELCKEX, in proposing the toast of ‘‘ The Local Government Board 
and the Board of Agriculture,” said it was the desire of the Society that, public 
analysts throughout the country might be brought into closer connection with these 
two Boards, upon whom devolved the final selection of fit and proper men to fill the 
appointments of public analyst and district agricultural analyst. The duties attached 
to the making of these appointments were not only very important ones, but were 
often of an extremely delicate character, and he wished to take the opportunity of 
impressing upon the representatives of the Boards concerned the serious responsi- 
bility which rested upon them in this matter. It might a t  one time have been found 
handy to combine with the appointment of medical officer of health that of public 
analyst, as a matter of economy and local convenience, but at the present time the 
position of public analyst was one which could not be filled properly by a man who 
had received oiily a inere smattering of chemical training. It was a position which 
required special training, knowledge, and experience, not only in general chemistry, 
but in actual public analytical work. It was the duty of bodies like the Society of 
Public h a l y s t s  to endeavour to promote the appointment of none but properly 
qualified men, and it was to those Government departments which had to investigate 
the qualifications of candidates that they looked for co-operation and support. They 
wished as public analysts to see less and less of what had been put forward as indi- 
cating continual disagreement between Government departments and public analysts. 
That there had not been perfect harmony in the past had not been invariably the 
fault of the Government departments, but had often been due to insufficiencies and 
incapacities upon the other side; but he ventured to think that the Society now 
combined in its ranks iiieii who were worthy representatives of analytical chemistry, 
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38 THE SNALSST. 

and who could stand before the general public as fully qualified to undertake the 
duties of their position. 

H e  would like to refer to a singular anomaly which he thought ought to be 
removed. Those who were district agricultural analysts under the Fertilizers and 
Feeding Stuffs Act; were in the happy position that the chief agricultural analyst was 
also an official of the Board of Agriculture. From this it followed that if, as a district 
analyst, he (Dr. Voelcker) had perhaps a slight difference of opinion with the chief 
analyst on any particular point, their relative positions were such that they could 
both meet and talk over the matter with Mr. Elliott, and he had not the slightest 
doubt that, in Mr. Elliott’s comfortable room, they would speedily settle all their 
differences without being driven to air them in a court of law for public benefit. 
There was a distinct advantage in having both the analyst and the official referee in 
the same department. H e  ventured? however, to put forward, by way of contrast, 
what took place under the Food and Drugs Act. Supposing that he was a public 
analyst, and that, a prosecution having resulted upon his certificate, the remaining 
sample was submitted to the official referee. There was no comfortable room like 
that of Mr. Elliott’s in which possible difficulties might be settled; on the contrary? 
there was absolutely no official common ground upon which the public analyst and 
the official referee could meet, and the consequence was that the matter had to be 
brought into court, and an unseeinly wrangle ensued between those who wished to 
support the public analyst and those whose object was the reverse. This was not an 
edifying spectacle either for analysts or for the public, and i t  seemed to him that i t  
would be a very good thing if it could be reinoved. They, as analysts, ought to be 
able to discuss with the officials points on which opinions might be at  variance, and 
thus “agree with thine adversary’’ before going into court, and not, as at present, be 
compelled to bring such matters into public review, and before magistrates who knew 
little or nothing about the real points involved. 

On the part of public analysts generally there was a feeling that something like 
a committee should be formed, on which public analysts would be fully represented, 
and in this way they might discuss matters with the officials of the Inland Revenue 
and other departments concerned. In  this way there might be some understanding 
come to as to what limits ” should be fixed, so that they might not go into court 
as a set of scientific inen who could not agree one with the other. The public 
thought more of the disngreenients between them than of the science which they 
professed to practise. 

The Board of Agriculture was much to be congratulated for the efforts which 
it had made towards suppressing the importation of foreign adulterated butter. 
He was sure that public analysts would find in Mr. Elliott a sympathetic officer, 
and one, moreover, who was willing to act on behalf of the public good. At the 
same time, it was satisfactory to note that under Dr. Thorpe’s rule a point had 
been reached when samples that really ought not to would no longer be 
allowed to do so, on the ground of their being up to the quality of some exceptional 
and abnormal sample that had at  some time or other been discovered. As  public 
analysts, they might now begin to feel satisfaction that the standards ” adopted by 
the Society of Public Analysts were being more and more nearly reached by the 
official referees and understood by the public. 
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THE ANALYST. 39 

Dr. THOBNK THOME, C.B., F.R.S., returned thanks as the representative of 
the Local Government Board, and assured the company that the aim at Whitehall 
was the same as tshe aim of the Society of Public Analysts, viz., to raise the standard 
and status of the public analyst in the estimation of the public and from the scientific 
point of view. He thought that some of the improvements alluded to by Dr. Voelcker 
were due to the Local Government Board. A public analyst should be, to quote 
Lord Macaulay, “ a nian of parts,” and they asked in a candidate for this position, 
first and foremost, that he should be an expert in chemistry ; second, that he should, 
from the nature of his avocations, be able to spend such time in his laboratory as to 
maintain his expertness; and next, that, since the question was one of Foods and 
Drugs, he should have certain qualifications in physiology, therapeutics, and micros- 
copy. It would be well, he thought, if all candidates were required to pass a 
definite examination, but Parliament had seen fit to decide otherwise, and had 
imposed upon the Local Government Board the task of deciding as to competency. 
For this purpose the Board were dependent on documentary evidence, which they 
always required; but if there was one point upon which they had difficulty in 
obtaining satisfactory documentary evidence, it was as to competence in cb.emistry. 
Now, what was the remedy ? When they received testimonials and certificates signed 
by men whose names would carry weight anywhere, they could not question their 
bond Jides, they could not do otherwise than accept these as proofs of competency ; 
and yet everyone knew what testimonials sometimes were. There was a gentleman 
he knew in another branch of life who always gave each applicant a testimonial in 
these terms : (‘ If Providence preserves his life, he will be an ornament to his 
profession ” (laughter). After he had done this for a few years, no one went to him 
for a testimonial (renewed laughter). I n  the case of a candidate for the post of 
public analyst who was a qualified medical man, his proficiency in physiology, thera- 
peutics, and microscopy were amply guaranteed, and, therefore, he (Dr. Thorne) 
maintained that if a medical man was really an expert chemist, and had a district 
which would enable him to spend a large amount of time in his laboratory, he was 
likely to be the best public analyst ; but chemistry must necessarily be regarded as 
the most important qualification. As he had said, the main object of the Local 
Government Board was to raise the status of the public analyst, to ensure as far as 
they possibly could that every man appointed should be competent. They quite 
agreed with Dr. Yoelcker that the Medical Officer of Health ought not, in virtue of 
his office, to be public analyst. His honest opinion would be in this direction, that 
no Medical Officer of Health, however competent, should hold the post, if he had a 
district which, by reasoii,of its population and area, was such that he could not, 
without neglect of his medical officer’s duties, spend ample time in laboratory work. 
Under present circumstances, and in the absence of an examination (which possibly 
might be provided by the Institute of Chemistry), they were doing their very best. 
On the one hand, however, they had the candidates for appointments, and the local 
authorities-who resented the interference of the Board in the direction of demanding 
fuller proof of competency; and, on the other, the dificulty which the Society had 
often realized, of securing, as the result of mere documents, proof of r e d  expert com- 
petency in chemistry. Under these circumstances, they could not please all men. 
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He had been more free, perhaps, in expressing his opinion than was customary in an 
after-dinner speech, but he did not speak so much as an official as one whom the 
Society had kindly honoured as their guest. 

Mr. T. H. ELLIOTT, in responding for the Board of Agriculture, said that while 
Local Government was a prosperous institution, Agriculture was but a poor sister, 
who for the last fifteen years had been suffering from very severe depression. The 
Board of Agriculture were, therefore, especially grateful for the manner in which 
this toast had been proposed and responded to. The Society of Public Analysts had 
rendered valuable assistance to the Board in connection with the sale of fertilizers 
and feeding stuffs. The Act which regulated the sale of these articles was recent, 
and it was too soon to see definitely how it would work; but he thought there were 
signs that some assistance had been afforded to the farmer. The subject of the 
adulteration of fertilizers and feeding stuffs had formerly been the constant subject 
of discussion at  agricultural meetings, but it was now but rarely mentioned. H e  
attributed this absence of complaint to the existence of a thoroughly competent body 
of agricultural analysts, and he wished to express his gratitude, on behalf of the 
Board of Agriculture, for the able assistance which the Society had rendered in 
connection with the passing of the Act, and in bringing it into operation. It had 
been the most sincere desire of the Board that only men of the first rank should 
be selected to act as District Agricultural A4nalysts. No pains had been spared to 
impress upon local authorities the views of the Board as to the requisite qualifications, 
and the circular issued for that purpose had been framed in consultation with several 
gentlemen who were present before him. H e  would also wish to refer to the fact 
that a strong feeling existed that the agricultural industry would be much assisted 
by further measures to prevent adulteration. The work which the Board had 
recently undertaken in connection with the analysis of butter had led hiin to the 
conclusion that if the traders, great and small, of this country would make proper 
use of the science of analytical chemistry, the result would be that the evil of 
adulteration would practically cease to exist. It was probably necessary that further 
action should be taken by Parliament, but he would venture to hope that the traders 
and importers of this country would themselves assist by taking advantage to a 
greater extent of the services of analysts. 

Most of those 
present belonged to some one or other of these societies, and they had with them the 
President of the Chemical Society, with which he had himself been connected for 
over thirty years; and whatever differences in views might exist as to the relative 
merits of diflerent branches of chemical knowledge, he felt sure that they would all 
appreciate the services rendered to science by Mr. Vernon Harcourt and the Chemical 
Society. 

Mr. A. G. VERNON HAECOUI~T, in replying, said that the claiiiis of the learned 
societies to an expression of goodwill on such an occasion as the present were well 
understood. It was upon the researches of those who made it the whole or a part of 
their work to pursue knowledge for its own sake that the practical applications of 
science were based. The learned societies helped to maintain that internationa 

The PXESIDENT proposed the toast of The Learned Societies.” 
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character which science, perhaps, even more than literature, possessed, aud which 
should have some friendly influence upon the solution of the grave political questions 
which had suddenly sprung up between us and our American and German friends. 

Mr. MICHAEL CARTEIGHE (President of the Pharmaceutical Society), in pro- 
posing ‘‘ The Society of Public Analysts,” said that at  the time when the question 
of adulteration was first raised in this country, it was impossible to point to a single 
person who possessed the necessary qualifications of a Public Analyst. -Ilmost 
simultaneously with the passing of that Act which enacted that competent men 
should be appointed by competent authorities to stand between the public and the 
dishonest trader, the Society of Public Analysts was formed. The Society imme- 
diately set to work to technically educate its members up to the proper standard of 
efficiency, and they were to be congratulated upon the results achieved. They had 
encouraged every member of their body to devote his ability to some branch of 
research connected with public analysis, and had founded a journal whose numerous 
volumes contained a mass of information which was a credit to the country. They 
had lately been instrumental in getting Parliament to appoint a Select Committee 
to investigate the whole question of the sale of food and drugs, and for the assist- 
ance of that committee had drafted a Bill embodying the views which their long 
and detailed experience had suggested to them. H e  believed that the Society, if 
wisely directed (as it had been for many years), and loyally supported by its members, 
would continue to grow and prosper. Their present President, whose name he had 
t o  couple with the toast, had been associated with the Society from its commence- 
ment, and it was interesting to note that he was their first Treasurer. H e  was the 
successor to a long line of distinguished Presidents, commencing with Dr. Redwood 
(who might be said to have been the first Public Analyst), and who was followed by 
Dr. Duprk, Dr. Muter, Mr. Heisch, Mr. Wigner, Dr. Alfred Hill (of Birmingham), 
M i .  Allen (of Shefield), Dr. Adams (of Maidstone), Mr. Hehner, Sir Charles A. 
Cameron (of Dublin), and, lastly, Dr. Stevenson. Among all these men there was 
not one who had not made a name in science before he became a public analyst, and 
most of them had contributed a distinct quotum to the advance of technical work. 
Dr. Stevenson was a very distinguished man in many ways; his ability and sound 
judgment were held in great respect by those members of the Government service 
with whom his work brought him into contact, and he merited the confidence of all 
who were connected with the sale of articles of food and drugs. 

The PRESIDENT, in responding, said that public analysis had been a thing of 
growth. They were precipitated somewhat rashly upon the public, but he thought 
that they had justified their position, and that they had done as much as any other 
body to advance not only technical analysis, but scientific analysis also, besides 
obtaining a by no means unimportant voice in public affairs. Their journal un- 
doubtedly occupied the first position among those devoted to analytical chemistry in 
this country, and in its enlarged and improved form would compare favourably with 
those of foreign countries, 

Mr. CASSAL, in proposing t4e toast of 4 6  The Visitors,” coupled with the name of 
Professor Thorpe, said that it adorded a great deal of pleasure to the members of the 
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Society to welcome so many distinguished guests upon that occasion. Their presence 
was a sufEcient guarantee of the high appreciation in which the Society’s work was 
now held by those who, from various points of view, inight properly be regarded as 
amongst the best qualified to judge of it. The presence of Dr. Thorpe was especially 
gratifying to the Society. As public analysts, they could not wish for a man possess- 
ing better qualifications to enter upon the direction of the enormously important 
Government Department of which Dr. Thorpe was now the head. H e  believed that 
he spoke with the full approval of his colleagues when he said that Dr. Thorpe would 
assuredly command the respect and confidence of the public analysts of Great 
Britain in the difficult and delicate post which he had accepted. There had, of 
course, been various difTerences of opinion in the past between public analysts and 
the chemists of Somerset House, but those differences, he fully hoped, belonged to 
the past. Should any even serious differences or disagreements as to the analytical 
data and the value of analytical processes occur in the future, he believed they would 
be easy of adjustment, for he was convinced that they could be settled by amicable 
and full and free discussion in the true scientific spirit. H e  trusted and believed that 
in the future, far from there being differences of opinion and divergence of action 
between public analysts and the Somerset House Analytical Department, there would 
be united action directed to a corninon end-a condition of things which could not fail 
tG accelerate the coming of the time when the profession of analytical chemistry 
would, by common consent, be held to have deserved well of the people, and would 
accordingly receive its just meed of recognition and respect from the nation. 

Professor THORPE said that the duty which had been placed upon hiin was, 
perhaps, the most pleasurable that could be undertaken by any speaker that evening. 
A succession of very able speeches had been delivered by gentlemen representing the 
various interests and associations with which the Society was connected, but he 
thought that previous speakers might well envy him his present task, for of all the 
duties that might be imposed upon an after-dinner speaker, undoubtedly the most 
easy, the most pleasant, and the most grateful was that of tendering thanks to one’s 
hosts. H e  and his fellow visitors who had been the recipients of the kind hospitality 
of the Society would leave that room with a pleasant recollection of a pleasurable 
evening. 

As regards himself, he wished to thank Mr. Cassal for the kindly terms and 
gracious manner in which he had referred to him in connection with the position 
which it was his lot now to fill. Those present would not misunderstand hini when 
he said that he had entered that room, he would not say in trepidation, but with a 
feeling of slight uncertainty as to what was going to befall him, The warmth of his 
reception had, however, dispelled at  once even the slightest shadow of a shade of 
any doubt he might have entertained on that head, and he could only thank them 
sincerely for the kindness, courtesy, and hospitality with which he had been greeted. 
When he was requested to speak that evening, the saying at once occurred to him 
that there coiiies to every man golden opportunities for holding his tongue. But, 
however officially reticent he might have desired to be, his tongue was loosened by 
the kind expressions which had fallen from Mr. Cassal. H e  was sure it was the 
desire of the Society that the great body of public analysts might be able to work in 
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harmony with the laboratory which he had the honour to direct, and which, by a n  
act not of their own seeking, was made, in a measure, a court of reference and appeal 
If that was their sentiment, he sympathized with i t  from the bottom of his heart; 
and he had no stronger desire, in dealing with the many duties of his office, than 
that both he and they, public servants as they were, should work together cordially 
and harmoniously in the discharge of their public duties. Their end was the same- 
the welfare of the community-and that end could be most quickly and most certainly 
assured by friendly and harmonious co-operation. 

Dr. Voelcker, in the course of his admirable speech, had referred in feeling terms 
to the unhappy fact that he (Dr. Thorpe) had not a pleasant rooin in which the 
questions which might arise from time to time between the Government Laboratory 
and the public analysts might be discussed in the same agreeable manner as at  the 
Board of Agriculture, and amidst the same pleasant surroundings as it was the good 
fortune of his friend. the Secretary of the Board, to possess. None regretted that 
circumstance more lreenly than himself. The moral of Dr. Voelcker’s remark-and 
he commended it to the notice of her Majesty’s Office of Works-was that the 
amenities of oflicial intercourse are greatly sweetened by pleasant surroundings in 
a pleasant room. That fact, he was afraid, was too frequently lost sight of in the 
public service. But lie might say that, thanks to the beneficent act of the Treasury, 
he was shortly to be placed in possession of a building which, he thought, would, in 
its fittings and appointments, do more justice to, and be more worthy of, the science 
which they professed. He could not as yet say what his office would be like, but, 
at  all events, he hoped that i t  would not be unworthy of a visit from them ; and he 
trusted that its surroundings and comforts would be such that he might look forward 
to that personal adjustment of such questions as had been referred to, and that he 
might enjoy the same pleasant facilities for such adjustment as were possessed by 
Mr. Elliott. H e  concluded by again expressing his hearty thanks for the manner in 
which the toast had been proposed and received (loud applause). 

Mr. T. H. T ~ i m {  (President of the Society of Chemical Industry) proposed 
“ The Editorial Corninittee ” of the ANALYST. The responsibility attached to the 
carrying on of such an organ as the ANALYST was a very weighty one, and the 
manner in which that responsibility was borne by those on whom it rested was 
worthy of high compliment. 

I n  the absence, through illness, of Dr. Sykes, Mr. ALLEN returned thanks on 
behalf of the Editorial Committee. 

Mr. CARTELGHE proposed the health of ‘‘ The Honorary Secretaries,” expressing 
a, sense of hearty appreciation of their labours on behalf of the visitors. 

Dr. BERKAXLI 111-i.x returned thanks, and the proceedings came to a close. 
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